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Abstract: The complexity of heterogeneous systems has been increased during last years. One challenge of designing these systems is to deal with the application of methodologies based on Model Driven Architecture (MDA). MDA is a development framework that enables the description of systems by means of different models with transformations. This is an important area of research and consists on developing methodologies to reduce cost and time spent during their development. In our case, SysML, targets system descriptions in a high level of abstraction and provide diagrams for requirements. SystemC language is chosen as an alternative to the traditional languages and its simulation kernel is an important aspect which allows the designer to evaluate the system behaviours through simulations. This paper proposes a combined approach based on MDA concepts and rules to transform SysML semi-formal model to SystemC. The transformations are ensured by ATL language. A traffic light system is taken as a reference case study and used to illustrate our practical application. It is implemented on TopCased platform.

1 INTRODUCTION

To specify, design and implement complex systems, it is necessary to decompose them into subsystems (hardware and/or software parts). These heterogeneous systems can be modelled by SysML (Systems Modelling Language) (Rao and Padmaja, 2013), which is based on UML (Unified Modelling Language). To implement these systems, we use MDA (Model Driven Architecture) (Garro et al., 2013) techniques to transform theirs models into the PSM (Platform Specific Models), like SystemC (Black, 2010), Modelica (Elsheikh et al., 2013), VHDL-AMS (Bouquet et al., 2012). SysML is a modeling language based on UML, targets system engineering description in a high level abstraction and provides several diagrams for to describe requirements, structure and behaviour of a system. It can be used to design complex, embedded HW/SW systems and supports some techniques to face complexity of modern designs such as abstraction, project and design reuse. SystemC is a language with C++ - like syntax that enables the description of concurrent systems in an event-based way. It is able to describe systems from the executable specification level (Riccobene et al., 2009).

The aim of this paper is to present a relation mapping of two SysML diagrams (the Block Definition Diagram (BDD) and Internal Block Diagram (IBD)), to SystemC. Approaches based on modeling bring real evolution in the design of systems to allow the understanding and complex systems design by means of an abstract representation simplified modeling that call. MDE (Model Driven Engineering)(Gascueña et al., 2012), is a domain that focuses on the design and manipulation of models it is even an area of active research in expansion which goal is the continuous and systematic use of models throughout the development process by allowing the interpretation and handling model properties by machines. We present the methodological aspect by making reference to MDE model concepts, and transformation of metamodels models in order to implement a model transformations between SysML and SystemC.

SysML and SystemC are two languages typically used in the context of complex system development. This research goal is to study and prototype an automatic translation of SysML descriptions into SystemC models, and attempt to accelerate the design process by raising the abstraction level in an automated environment. The combination of new methodologies - such as model driven architecture - and languages - such as SysML and SystemC - is an approach to manage the increasing system complexity.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 de-
scribes the existing works about combination of approaches using UML and SysML. Section 3 describes our motivation to use SysML for modelling. Section 4 describes the SystemC as an alternative language and its simulation. In section 5 we propose the methodology and our approach based on ATL transformations from SysML specifications to SystemC. In section 6 we refer a traffic light case study to illustrate our work and the obtained results by simulations. The last section summarises our work and gives some perspectives.

2 RELATED WORKS

In this section, we present the employment of combining SysML with SystemC and related works.

In (Black, 2010) and (Vanderperren et al., 2012), the authors defined a design methodology and a development flow for the hardware, based on a UML4SystemC profile and encompassing different levels of abstraction, both SystemC/C profiles are consistent groups of modelling constructs designed to lift the programming features include structural and behavioral of the two coding languages to the UML modeling level.

In (Jain et al., 2012), show a SystemC profile, which is a consistent set of modeling constructs designed to lift both structural and behavioral attributes, of the SystemC language to SysML level. It provides means for software and hardware engineers to improve the current industrial(SoC), design methodology joining the capabilities of SysML and SystemC to operate at system-level by include events and time attributes.

In (Riccobene and Scandurra, 2012), the integration is based on a mapping from the SysML to the SystemC for the structural and behavioral aspects, the refined co-design flowing starts from a SysML description at a high abstraction level of design, and proceed through a series of refined SystemC models, to lower abstraction levels of design, the more complex last-level SystemC coding is left to automation.

There are more than software tools are presented that encapsulate the scope of SysML to SystemC code generation, such as the Altova UModel (Scholtz et al., 2013), that designs application models and generate code and project documentation, then refines designs and completes the round trip by regenerating code, that makes visual software design practical for any project. The Enterprise Architect software (Nikiforova et al., 2012), supports advanced MDA transformations using easy to edit transform templates, with generation and reverse engineering of source code for SystemC language, this can quickly develop detailed solutions from abstract models.

Artisan Studio (Bombino and Scandurra, 2012). Is the reliable and robust software for all models-driven development, whether are using models to communicate design decisions in SysML, with leveraging Automatic Code Synchronizer (ACS) and the Transformation Development Kit.

3 SysML

SysML is a language of modelling specified by the OMG. It is a language of graphic modelling with semi-formal semantics, availability scopes are to improve UML-based complex systems development processes with the successful experiences from the system engineering discipline.

SysML represents a subset of UML (Hause et al., 2010), whereas in other cases they are modified so that are consistent with SysML extension, the block definition diagram and internal block diagram are similar to the UML class diagram and composite structure diagram respectively, therefore SysML does not use UML diagram types such as the object diagram, timing diagram, and deployment diagram.

3.1 Block Definition Diagram

The BDD is used to define block characteristics in terms of their structural and behavioral features, such as properties and operations, to represent the state of the system and behavior that the system may appears, which are the basic structural element aiming at specified hierarchies and interconnections of the system to be modeled. A block is specified by its parts, flow ports. The physical components of the block is referred to Ports and the interfaces of block is referred to Flow ports (Riccobene and Scandurra, 2012).

3.2 Internal Block Diagram

The IBD is based on UML composite structure diagrams and include restrictions and extensions as defined by SysML. An IBD captures the internal structure of a block in terms of properties and connections among properties. A block includes properties so that its values, parts, and references to other blocks can be specified. However, whereas an Internal Block Diagram created for a block (as an inner element) will only display the inner elements of a classifier (parts, ports, and connectors). All properties and connectors that appear inside an Internal Block Diagram belong to (are owned by) a block whose name is written in the
diagram heading, that particular block is the context of the diagram, SysML permits any property (part) shown in an Internal Block Diagram to display compartments within the property (or part) symbol.

4 SystemC

SystemC(613, 2012). Is a single, unified design, and verification language that expresses architectural and other system-level attributes in the form of open-source C++ classes.

With SystemC, designers can apply object-oriented capabilities to hardware design. SystemC allows to work at a higher level of abstraction, enabling extremely faster, more productive architectural trade-off analysis, design, functional level modeling describes modeling done at levels above Transaction Level Modeling (TLM) and encompasses System Architectural Models (SAM) and System Performance Models (SPM)(Boutekkouk, 2010)

Modeling at this level is algorithmic in nature and may be timed or untimed, models may represent software, hardware or both, the typical behavior is described as generators and consumers of data. Processes may be assigned time for performance analysis purposes, this timing does not cycle accurate but rather describes the time to generate or consume data or to model buffering or data access. The behavior of the interfaces between modules is described using communication protocols.

5 MAPPING SysML TO SystemC

In this section, we will focus on how to implement (and what are the parameters used to affect the implementation), developed to learn the structure and behaviour modeling and generate a SystemC specification. The mapping methodology is used to create SystemC code from SysML diagrams will focus over the next subsections.

5.1 Design SysML Diagrams

The SysML diagrams are modeled using the TOPCASED tool. Topcased is a graphical tool that capture SysML diagrams, with our combination the SysML and SystemC profiles start from a system description given as the input conditions of

1. structural view by a SysML BDD and a IBD of the top-level block used to encapsulate the overall hierarchical design. In addition, the IBs for the design of each compound block with the associated BDDs for the block types definition. The basic mapping between SysML and SystemC is

A. SysML Blocks → SystemC Modules
B. SysML Flow Ports → SystemC Ports

2. behavioral view by a SysML activity diagram of the overall system functionality associated with the top-level block to model input, output, sequences, and conditions for coordinating the inner blocks behaviors.

A.SysML Operations → SystemC Proccesses

5.2 Metamodels

MDE recommends the use of models at different levels of abstraction. The model is an abstract view of reality and conforms to a metamodel that precisely defines the concepts present at this level of abstraction and the relationships between the concepts, therefore the metamodel allows of representing complex mechanisms involving multiple concepts, a written report in a given metamodel will be said according to the metamodel. The metamodeling approach means that “a metamodel is used to specify the model that comprises (SysML,SystemC)”.

5.3 Model Transformation

Model transformation represents the heart which becomes an MDE predominant activity in the development process. To the principle of model transformations has attracted much attention by becoming a subject of research for the academy and industry. The transformation term models remain quite broad as a consequence of studies have been done in order to define categories and criteria for model transformation by allowing developers to choose an approach as needed.

Several conditions were adopted in order to define the transformation process that generally describes by the conversion of a certain level of model abstraction complies to a meta-model to a target at a certain level of abstraction compliance with its metamodel whose passage is described by of the rules of transformation, these rules are executed on the source model in order to generate the target model as shown in Figure 1.

5.4 Description of the Implementation Approach

The general process of our approach consists of several stages, in the first place the modeling with SysML
diagrams which will be the source models for the transformation. Our purpose in this work is the transformation of two diagrams: BDD and IBD diagrams. With model transformation “Model2Model”, was chosen ATL language, such as language and the transformation method allowing passing a SysML model to a model SystemC. The application of the methodology with ATL is based primarily on
1. The definition of the source and target metamodel.
2. The definition of the style of transformation.
3. The definition of the source model that conforms to source metamodel.

The source metaode represent the SysML metamodel and the metamodel target will SystemC. Both are carried out under the metamodel formalizes of Eclipse EMF Ecore, the different stages of implementation are shown in Figure 2.

5.5 Transformation with ATL

After the definition the metamodel of SysML, SystemC and models sources of SysML diagrams, we use ATL as transformation language models. With the aim of achieving the previously defined rules ATL declarative “rule” is used. ATL rule is characterized by two mandatory elements:
1. A pattern on the source model “from” with a possible constraint.
2. One or more grounds of the target model “to” that explain how target elements are initialized from the corresponding source element.

When creating a target item from a source element, ATL retains a traceability link between the two elements, this link is used to initialize a target item in the

“to” match as seen in Listing 2.

The ATL following code shows an example of the rules used in the ATL model transformation

Listing 1: Rule model to model.

```
rule Model2SCModel {
  from sysml: MMUML!Model{
    sysml.oclIsTypeOf (MMUML!Model)
  }
  to scModel: MMSystemC ! SCModel{
    name <- sysml.name
  }
}
```

5.6 Code Generation

Acceleo is a language code generator which allows generating structured file from an Eclipse Modeling Framework(EMF) (Nicolescu et al., 2011) model, the output is a text that can be a programming language or other formalism. Acceleo requires defining an EMF metamodel and a model conforming to metamodel that will result into text.

Once this definition is done, then we can execute the code generator, in our example, we have the metamodel and model of SystemC for code generation, we need to create an Acceleo project and configure the workflow necessary to code generation specifying the link between the generator, the metamodel and model.

After it is needed to define the Template code using the keywords of SystemC language and attributing information from the SystemC model of transformation. In the first line of Acceleo code we are importing the metamodel so that the generator knows the structure of our model. The important concept to define Acceleo is also called Template, it is the smallest unit identified in a template file, and allows to define the main reference for the workflow order to collect information from the necessary to model code generation. Figure 3 illustrates the SysML2SystemC code.

6 CASE STUDY

This section discusses a case study with the aim to present the general statute-book described to spec-
ify the behavior of road intersection signals. A road intersection traffic light system is typically realized. The state sequence of the car flow in the crossroad is the base of the traffic behavior, some additional features have been added to make this workbench complex enough to measure meaningful evaluations of development system properties. They are managed by a system that synchronizes the color changes of the different junction lights. The traffic-light colors are managed by a controller which depends on the number of cars waiting to cross the junction. The methodology and code generator presented were used for example to show it, use BDD with six blocks. The first block is the most abstract level of the modeling Crossroads block named CrossRoad represents the system as a whole, it is composed of three sub-blocks (“Controller System, NorthandSouthLights, EastandWestLights”) and sub-sub blocks (“Timer, Road Sensor, Camera”). Figure 4 illustrates the crossroads top level modeling.

To represent the internal structure of the Crossroads block by IBD. The diagram shows the flow ports, the port management allow continuous moving the direction of Controller System and the port of other parts (i.e. “NorthandSouthLights, EastandWestLights”). Figure 5 shows the IBD diagram.

6.1 Simulation Results

When SystemC code is successfully generated from a SysML representation, the subsequent step is to simulate and eventually synthesize code. The software “DataSheet Pro”, is a tool selection for simulation. The code which was generated from the SysML representation of the crossroads system in Figure 4 and 5, was used as input for the code simulator and results in Figure 6. The simulator shows the state of each light as true and false values through the time.

There we can verify that no green light on North and South lights is turned on when there is also a green light on the East and West lights. The timer for the crossfires is managed by a controller system which at each start up, initializes a clock that measures the duration for each crossfire color: red (36 Sec.), yellow (4 Sec.), and green (36 Sec.), then it sends the value to NorthandSouthLights and EastandWestLights, based on the given entries “NorthRed, NorthYellow,...WestGreen”.

Figure 3: Code generation SysML To SystemC.

Figure 4: Top level modeling.

Figure 5: IBD of Crossroads.

Figure 6: Graph from code simulation.
7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Previous researches demonstrated that the passage of UML to other languages of the co-design is possible. In our work we have used SysML and SystemC languages as alternatives to specify and simulate complex systems. SysML is popular and allows the modelling of the software and hardware systems with a high level of abstraction by ignoring the details of the implementation. In this paper we have proposed an approach to translate SysML diagrams to SystemC executable specifications. The work describes a transformation from SysML structure diagrams to SystemC code, based on XMI files and Text files. SystemC code is generated as text files automatically and can be used for simulation. The translations between models are traditionally done manually, with the risk of human error such as missing and changing parts of the system and also SystemC syntax error. We illustrate the practicability of our approach by case studies implemented on Topcased platform using ATL and Acceleo tools. Obtained results of experiments and simulations are encouraging. In future, we plan to investigate SystemC code generation from other SysML diagrams like Activity, State Machine and Sequence behaviour diagrams allowing the translation of more aspects of a system.
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